
October Art Literacy Project 
 
Artist – Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849) – Japanese woodblock and printmaker.  
 

Hokusai was born in Edo 
(now Tokyo) Japan. He 
showed an interest in art 
at the age of six, and 
originally was apprenticed 
to printmaker of 
woodblock books. He then 
became a student at the 
Shunsho studio at the age 
of 18, learning to make 
ukiyo-e (the “floating 
world,” or pictures of the 
world around) prints. Over 
his life and career, he 
created more than 30,000 
prints and books of 
drawings.  
 

The Great Wave off Kanagara 
 
Hokusai was a master showman. He once created a painting 600 feet long, using buckets of ink and 
brooms, for a public art festival. He published fifteen separate books of instructional drawings, called 
manga.   
 
His most famous works are titled Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji. The prints sold so well he made another 
ten prints in the series. This series includes the famous “The Great Wave off Kanagara.” Hokusai and 
other Japanese artists significantly influenced later European paintings by artists like Monet, Van Gogh, 
and Cassatt. 

Elements & Principles – Line and  

Line – A mark made by the movement of a pointed tool, or “a moving dot.” Lines can be used as contour 
lines, to outline the shape of an object. Or they can be implied lines, directing the eye through the 
artwork and creating movement. Hokusai’s art uses both contour and implied lines. 
 
Balance – Balance refers to the visual weight in a work of art. Asymmetrical balance involves two sides 
that are dissimilar, yet have equal visual weight. An artist may also use position in a composition to 
create asymmetrical balance. Finally, the eye direction of figures in a work causes the viewer to look at 
another part of the composition. Hokusai frequently used asymmetrical balance in his work. 

 
Project –  
 
This month students will create a sumi-ink bamboo painting, using an ink stone and brush on paper. 
 
We’ve attached the coloring page of Hokusai’s “The Great Wave Off Kanagawa” just for fun! Your child 
can color it, can give it to a younger sibling… You can color it, if you like. We just hope it helps start a 
conversation about art. 



 


